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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 

problems/solutions involved. 

 

Update 2.1.1.14 is Available for Downloading 

The updated version 2.1.1.14 was posted this week and is now available for download. 

There have been several updates since my last newsletter with some enhancements, but 

mainly solving some bugs in the program. 

 

I’m not going to go into the minor, irritating bugs that have come up in some situations 

with several scorers around the country and were reported to us. Suffice it to say that 

these minor irritants have been taken care of.  

 

Collegiate Tournament Errors 

Dave was asked to work out new features in the program to accommodate the new 

College Alumni tournaments. These tournament sponsors wanted to use the collegiate 

registration template for the tournament, while using AWSA age divisions and Rules. He 

was able to accomplish this and it worked very well for the new tournament type. 

 

All of the changes were in 2.1.1.11 and it worked ok with a few bumps in the road and 

Dave took care of these in 2.1.1.12. Well in computer speak these calamities caused great 

consternation in the basic collegiate tournament format with the registration template, 

division running orders, team management and data import. These errors were found and 

fixed with 2.1.1.13 and so far everything is working well in the NCWSA tournaments.  

 

Those of you scoring collegiate tournaments need to report any problem or situation that 

you encounter over the weekend and call us immediately. The program testing at this 

point says all is well in the world, but then again field testing is the ultimate test! 

 

2.1.1.14 Fixes Problems In The AWSA Jump Scoring 

The program was crashing after entering the third time for a pass, before the scorer could 

enter the distance. The problem was occurring when a skier was in Class L. Dave has 

corrected the method used to determine if 3 times are required for a pass. 

 

Member Registration Edit Error Selecting Division For Skier 

When selecting a division code for a skier an error is showing that says that a division 

must be selected. Some new division codes were added for Australian Water Ski 

Association so that the program could be used to score tournaments down under. The 



problem was that the Australian division codes were greater than 2 characters long and 

this was a problem. Dave modified all of the division codes to be just 2 characters. 

 

Member Registration Edit Panel Now Has Division Code Description 

Division list only shows the 2 character code, but it would be nice to have the description 

available also. You ask and the description has been added. 

 

Multiple File Selection For Data Import 

Some users wanted to be able to import more than one file to be selected and processed at 

one time. Users will now be able to select more than 1 file at a time for a WSTIMS For 

Windows formatted text file. Use the standard CTRL plus click or SHIFT plus click to 

select more than one file to be imported and processed. 

 

Unfortunately, we still do not have the 2016 NOPS values to build the table to 

accommodate Overall scoring at this time. When we receive them and get the table built, 

we will let you know so that you can recalculate your tournaments for publishing. The 

NOPS Update button in the Tournament Package Build section will accomplish this for 

you. Stay tuned! 

 

The leaves are starting to turn colors in many areas of the country and the temperatures 

are falling slowly. Enjoy your fall season. 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 


